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We consider the phenomenological constraints on technicolor and extended technicolor (ETC) 

interactions required to give a realistic quark-lepton spectrum consistent with limits on flavor- 

changing neutral currents. Treating ETC interactions as higher-dimensional vertices in an 

effective-field theory of technicolor, we outline a phenomenologically acceptable technicolor 

model with a walking SU, technicolor and a single generation of technifermions. Without 

fine-tuning or violating known constraints, we argue that both the strange-quark mass and a 

top-quark mass on the order of 100 GeV can be plausibly accommodated However, the precise 

ETC group and the dynamical mechanism responsible for its breaking are not determined. 

1. Introduction 

From a fundamental point of view, one of the least satisfactory aspects of the 
electroweak theory is its method of accounting for quark and lepton masses and 
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing angles. Although no symmetries 
are imposed other than SUF @ IJF gauge invariance, every allowable Yukawa 
coupling is introduced and given whatever values are necessary to fit the data. This 
is perfectly acceptable, but, even though there are no known internal or phe- 
nomenological contradictions, it is puzzling that the range of masses vary over five 
orders of magnitude from the mass of the electron to that of the top quark, which, 
while as yet unknown, must exceed 89 GeV [l]. Indeed, the splitting between the 
bottom- and top-quark masses suggests that the classification by generations is only 
remotely related to the mass spectrum. Moreover, the pattern of mixing angles in 
the CKM matrix is also completely unaccounted for and, in principle, is unrelated 
to the masses. Results from SLC and LEP imply that there are no more genera- 
tions of fermions having massless or light neutrinos (m, < Mz/2) other than the 
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Fig. 1. Fermion massgeneratedby an ETC interaction.The single lines are fermions,and the double
lines are technifermions.The crosses representtechnifermion self-energies,and the dot is the

four-fermionoperatorgeneratedby ETCexchange.

threevarietiesthat are alreadyknown [2]. Thus,the problem that lies beforeus is
to understandthe origin of thesefundamentalparameters.

Another central questionof the Standard Model concerns the mechanism
underlyingelectroweaksymmetrybreakingembodiedin the Higgssector. One of
the mostattractive ideasfor a dynamicalmechanismresponsiblefor the breaking
is known as the technicolor(TC) scenario[31,in which a set of technifermionsand
a new vectorlikegaugeinteractionmimic the chiral symmetrybreakingmechanism
of quantum chromodynamics(QCD.) However, this must be supplementedto
accountfor the fermion masses,which have beenascribedto yet anotherstrong

interactioncommonlytermedan extendedtechnicolor(ETC) interaction[4,5].(See
fig. 1.) To be more precise and to introduce notation, the generic form of the
quarkandlepton massesis

KFF~M~
mj= ~sAfF IMfF \2 ‘ (1.1)

F ~, ETC)

where )tfF representssome effective four-fermion coupling constantassociated
with transitionsbetweenthe ordinaryfermion of flavorf andthe technifermionof
flavor F. M~Cis the massof a particlethat communicatesbetweenthe fermions
andtechnifermions,and K FF )M~c.~is the correspondingtechnifermioncondensate.
If ~ correspondsto an ETCvectorboson,thenthe coupling AfF is of order of
the squareof the ETCgaugecoupling gD-c~The ratio ~ M~~/v’~~will be
referredto as the ETC scaleassociatedwith the contributionof the condensate
KFF> to the massof fermion f.

While aestheticallyattractive,this scenariohasfaltered phenomenologically,as

will be reviewed in sect. 2, becauseit is seemingly incapableof simultaneously
generatinglargeenoughquarkor lepton masseswhile at the sametime adequately
suppressingstrangeness-changingneutralcurrents.There are other phenomeno-
logical issuesas well concerningthe technihadronspectrum,and especially,the
massesof the collective modesknown aspseudo-Goldstonebosons(PGB) arising
from chiral symmetrybreakingamongthe technifermions.Indeed,the technicolor
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concept languisheduntil recently becauseof its apparently irreconcilablephe-
nomenologicalcontradictions.It hasbeenrevived by dynamicalmechanismsthat

enhancethe valueof the technifermioncondensaterelativeto the weakscale.One
wasthe notion of a finite ultraviolet fixed point [61.A secondidea,closerto more
familiar dynamics,hasbeentermed“walking technicolor” [71,sinceit is a conse-
quenceof a very slowly running technicolorcoupling constantbetweenthe scale
ATC at which the TC coupling is strong and the scaleVETC associatedwith ETC

interactions.The requirement that the technicolor beta-functionbe small is a
stringent requirementon the TC group GTC andtechnifermionrepresentation.A
third mechanism,referredto looselyas “four-fermion” enhancement[8,91,consid-
ersthe possibility that the effectivefour-technifermioninteractionsresulting from
ETC interactionsare relatively strong.Actually, theselast two mechanismsare
closely intertwined.Assumingas we must that the TC group is a subgroupof the
ETC group, unlessone considersvery largegroups,the only naturalway onecan
imagine such relatively strong ETC interactions“matching” onto the TC interac-
tion below the ETC symmetry breaking scale is if indeed the TC coupling is
relatively largeat the ETC scale.Thus the dynamicsof four-fermionenhancement
presupposesa persistent(walking or, at least,rather slowly running) technicolor
coupling.

Despitethesemechanismsthat havebreathednew life into dynamicalmodelsof

electroweaksymmetry breaking,no phenomenologicallyacceptableETC theory
has been produced [101. Part of the problem may be that the ETC dynamics
involves unfamiliar new mechanisms.Whereasthe TC theory is supposedto be
qualitatively similar to QCD scaledup by a factor of 1000, the ETC interactions
are non-vector-like ~, necessitatedby having to give different massesto the two
membersof an SU~’ doublet. It may be that the mechanismof condensate
formation in non-vector-like theories is an unfamiliar one, and this ignorance
contributesto our inability to specifythe ETC group. Moreover,it is not obvious
whether ETC symmetry breaking is to be associatedwith a single scale or a
multitude of scales or whether the ETC symmetry group is a simple group.
Regardlessof what theunderlyingdynamicsis, below theETC scales,onewill face
an effective field theory consistingof fermions (quarks, leptons, techniquarks,
technileptons)and TC gauge bosons interacting in the usual gauge invariant
manner, plus higher-dimensionalterms, in particular, four-fermi interactions,
resulting from the decouplingof the heavyETCvectorbosons.In addition, it may
be necessaryto include pseudo-Goldstonebosons in the effective lagrangian,
althoughwe will not discusstheir propertieshere.It is possibleandchallengingto

* This is true regardlessof whethertheETC grouptumblesvia themaximally attractivechannelornot.

One might imaginethat vector-like ETC interactionswould be spontaneouslyrather than explicitly
broken, but thereis substantialevidencethat vector-like gaugesymmetriesdo not undergosponta-
neoussymmetry breakdown[11].
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attemptto characterizethe generalform that this effective field theorymust take
to be phenomenologicallysuccessful.That is whatwe will beginto do in thispaper.
In particular,given the weak scale,we wish to addressthe questionof whethera
very largetop-quarkmasscan be accountedfor at all in this frameworkand how
the disparatemasses,both intra- and intergenerational,of the known fermions
could arisenaturally in suchan effective field theory.

We would like to proceedin as model-independenta fashion as possible,but in
fact we can go only a short way before choices become necessary.Without
specifyingthe ultimate ETC group or the precisesymmetry-breakingmechanism
giving rise to the variousETC scales,we will assumethat the genericETC picture
is basicallycorrect, in which ordinaryquark and lepton massesare driven by the
technifermioncondensateresponsiblefor electroweaksymmetrybreaking(fig. 1.)
We assumethat ultimately, at some extremelyhigh momentumscale,the theory
consistsof only fundamentalfermion fields interactingvia gaugebosons.This

ultimate “unified” ETC group must be subject to the constraintsdescribedby
Eichtenand Lane [5]. In particular, the left-handedfermions must lie in a single
irreduciblerepresentationof the group,while the right-handedfermions lie in at
most two irreduciblerepresentations.So, quarks,leptons,andtechnifermionsmust
becomeunified and transform into each other under some ETC interactions.
Among other things, this implies that color SU~and weak SU~interactions
eventuallymustbeincludedin the ETCgroup.However,unlike EichtenandLane,
we imaginethat this unified ETCgroup is spontaneouslybrokenat many different
scales,so that, roughly, the lighter (heavier)fermionsare to be associatedwith the
higher(lower) scales.This is aswasanticipatedin tumbling gauge-theories[12], but
we will not concernourselveshere with the precisedynamicsresponsiblefor the
breaking.

Insteadof makinga guessat theultimate ETCgroupandits patternof breaking
at successivelylower energyscales,we will insteadattempt to work our way up
from the lowest scales.At least up to the lowest scaleM~-Cresponsiblefor the
top mass,for reasonsto be reviewedbelow,we shallentertainwalking technicolor
andstrongfour-fermion interactions.This scalewill turn out to be on the order of
5—10 TeV. At this energy,color SU~or the weakSU~cannotform subgroupsof
the effectiveETC symmetrygroup at this scale,since their couplingsare relatively
weak.This impliesthat the ETCgaugebosonsat this scalecannotcarrycolor. Soit
is natural to supposethat the technifermionsresponsiblefor quark massescarry
colorwhile thoseresponsiblefor lepton massesdo not. The simplestmodel of this
sorthasa singlegenerationof technifermionsU, D, N, E whosequantumnumbers
other than technicolorare identical to thoseof a singlegenerationof quarksand
leptons[13]. Unlike ordinaryneutrinos,which mayor may notbe massive,sincewe
do not want any masslesstechnifermions,we must supposethat thereare right-
handedtechnineutrinos.

Below the lowest ETC scaleM~C,the underlying symmetry of the effective
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field theory is SU~0 SU~0 U~0 GTC. As in QCD, the technicolorinteractions
areassumedto be vector-like,so they will respectan additionalglobal SU~chiral
symmetrythat is ultimately responsiblefor the approximatecustodialweak isospin
SU2 that gives the heraldedrelation p M~~J/M~cos

20 1. If ETC interactions
also respectedthis custodial symmetry, then the splittings betweenquarks and
leptons would have to be ascribedto color forces ~, and the splittings between
membersof the sameSU~doublet would somehowhave to come from hyper-
charge. It is amusingthat, in the ladder approximation, the signs of all these
effects are in the right direction, but their magnitudeis too small to accountfor
observations,evenallowing for a certainamountof fine tuning ~‘. Thus, it mustbe
the casethat the ETC interactionsthemselves,evenat the scaleM~C,violate the

custodialsymmetryand arenot vector-like.
What scalesare to be associatedwith each quark and lepton? Justas in the

StandardModel where the Yukawa coupling for eachflavor is arbitrary,so also is
the associatedETC scaleto be associatedwith eachquarkand lepton. However,
the disparity in ETC scalesassociatedwith two membersof a weak doublet, such
as the top and bottom quarks, must arise in a definite fashion, since, in this
scenario,the unbrokenETC symmetryoperativejust aboveM~Ccannotcontain
the SU~0 SU~0 U~’group. We must assumethat the hR field doesnot partici-
patein four-fermion interactionsassociatedwith the M~C.

The conventionalassociationof a scalewith the suppressionof flavor-changing
neutralcurrentsassumesthereareBorn-interactionsmediatingtransitionssuchas

dL~R—* sLdR. Thus, these may arise from the same LR interactions that are
responsiblefor dynamicalmassgeneration~.

This approachcontrastswith attemptsto associateall weak isospin breaking
with a single largeETC scale[9,17]. It is surprising how well onecan do, but, as
might be expected,to describethe origin of the top—bottom masssplitting in this
way requires an inordinately fine adjustmentof parameters.Were the current
experimentallimits on the deviation 6p of the p-parameterfrom 1 to be dimin-
ishedto a few tenthsof a percent,that scenariocertainlywould be incredible. In
fact, it is much more natural to assumethat thereare manydifferent ETC scales
involved in generatingquark and lepton massesand mixing angles,and we will
explorethat assumptionin this paper.

One thing that is known is that simply scaling-upQCD fails to provide a large
enoughvalue for the strangequark mass,at least not if the requisiteETC scale
v~i

1-~is required to be more than 100 TeV [181or 200 TeV [19] to avoid conflict

with the limit on strangeness-changingneutral currents. However, assuminga

* Holdom [141hasemphasizedthe potential influenceof color on the quark—leptonsplitting of the

secondgeneration.
** For somenumericalwork in this direction, seeAppelquist andShapira [15].

Note that thesedo not restrict theLL -. LL or RR —~RR transitions.If therewere no suchBorn
terms,the scaleof ETC physicsmight bemuch lower. See,e.g. Nelson [16].
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walking technicolorinteractionup to the ETC scale,it would seemto be possible
to realizequarkmasseson the order of hundredsof MeV for scalesV~~Caslarge

as 1000 TeV [7]. To accountfor a particle approximately1000 timesheavierthan
the strangequark, as the top quark must be, seemsto be impossible from such
largescales.Thus,onemust requirebothcondensateenhancementto accountfor
the strangequark massas well as introduceseveralETC scalesto accountfor the
heavyquark and lepton masses.The specific picture we wish to entertainis this:
we imagine that the technicolorinteractionsare walking or “slowly running”, at
least up to the lightestETC scale,andthat theremay be severalETC scales.In
this paper,we ignore most issuesassociatedwith mixing anglesand CP-violation
andfocuson understandinghow a very heavytop-quarkand a very largetop—bot-
tom masssplitting might comeabout. However, certain multi-generationalissues
cannot be totally avoided becausewe must make someassumptionsabout the
technifermionspectrum.

The spectrumof technifermionshas been significantly constrainedin several
ways: The experimentallimits on weak isospinbreakingexpressedby ~p limits the
splittings amongdynamical technifermionmasses.This will be usedelsewhereto
constrainparametersin our effective lagrangian.More significantly, if thereare
many technifermions,they contribute to the variation in the isospin-symmetric
contributionto the weakbosonvacuumpolarizationtensor,which canbe summa-
rized in terms of a parametercalled S [201. Existing data already provides
significant restrictions,suggestingthat therecannot be too many technifermion
doubletsand that the technicolor group is not too large [20,211.Secondly, the
greaterthe numberof technifermions,the greaterthe ultimatenumberof global
chiral symmetriesand,consequently,the greaterthe numberof pseudo-Goldstone
bosons.Onemust requirein the endthat none be so light as to havebeenseenor
to have influencedmeasureableparameters,such as S [22]. This leadsusto try to
minimize the numberof technifermions,in particular, to assumethat thereis a
singlegenerationof technifermions,[131

N U

E ‘ (1.2)

where i is a techniquarkcolor index that will generallybe suppressed.
If, aswe assume,the technidowncondensateK DD) contributesboth to the b, s,

andd masses,thenwe are forcedto look beyondthe massesof the top andbottom
quarks. The strangequark presentsthe greatestchallengebecauseit must come
from physics above 100 TeV to satisfy the strangeness-changingneutralcurrent
constraints,and this determinesa lower limit on the magnitudeof the associated
“technidown” condensate.To accomplishthis necessitatesthat the technidown
condensateKDD) be much greaterthan is suggestedby simply scaling-upQCD.
This enhancement,we presume,arisesfrom the persistenceof technicolorforces
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andfour-fermioninteractions.As will be elaboratedupon in sect.2, the four-ferm-
ion interactionsarenecessarilylarge,althoughnot sonearcritical as to require the
sort of extreme fine-tuning encounteredpreviously [9]. Allowing that the ETC
scaleassociatedwith the top-quarkmasscould be relatively light, thereis no real
problem in a walking TC scenariogeneratinga top-quarkwith a masson the order
of 100—200 GeV [15]. Contraryto earlier attempts[9], in our scenario,the quark
masssplittings are not driven by technifermionmasssplittings, rather,the quark

splittingsare a direct consequenceof the very different ETC scalesposited,while
the technifermionmasssplittingsare anindirect consequencethat is necessarybut
unwanted.Nevertheless,we shall see that the technifermioncontributions to op
may be 10—100 times smaller than they were in those previous attempts[9].
However, as the ETC associatedwith the top quark becomestoo light, certain
other technifermioncontributionsto Op becomemoredifficult to restrain.Whether
thesemyriad constraintscan all be respectedand still give a reasonabletop and
bottomquarkis the subjectof this paper.

2. The general scenarioand its constraints

In this section,we shall begin to flesh out the picturedescribedqualitatively in

sect. 1. We have indicatedpreviously thatwe require the technicolorinteractions
to be asymptoticallyfree, to generateconfinementand chiral symmetry breaking,
and slowly running, to justify the ratherlarge ETC interactionsfrom which they
derive. This can be most easily accomplishedby assumingthat the non-abelian
technicolorgroup is as small as possible,viz. SUIC and by admittingthe minimum
numberof technifermionsrequired to give the quarksandleptonsmass.As given

in eq. (1.2), for reasonsthat will becomemoreapparent,we shall assumethat our
technifermionsaretechnidoubletscomingin 8 varietiesthat arecarboncopiesof a
singlegenerationof quarksand leptons.Thus, thereare two “flavors” of techni-
quarks,eachcoming in 3 colors, andthereare 2 flavors of technileptons.In other
words, they are just like the ordinary quarksand leptons, except that they also
carry technicolor.Onepossibledifference,dependingon whetherneutrinoshave
mass,is that therecertainlyis a right-handedtechnineutrino.

It is perhapsworth noting that, for SUIC, one canhaveat most10 varietiesof
technifermionswithout changingthe sign of the first term in the technicolor
beta-function,therebymaking the theory infrared rather than ultraviolet free, a
completelydifferent physical situationthan the one we wish to consider.So, with
this choiceof technicolorgroup,we could not havemorethan one generationof
technifermions.While one may entertainlarger technicolor groups with more
technifermions,a phenomenologicalreasonfor preferringa small group with as
few technifermionsas possibleis the isospin-symmetricconstraint[20,21] men-
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tioned previously.This is the minimal technicolormodel that is consistentwith the
usual SU~0 SU~~® U~symmetriesnot being a part of the extendedtechnicolor
group.

The SUIC becomesstrong on a scale of ATC and causeschiral symmetry
breakingthroughthe formationof technifermionself-energies.~F(P) associated
with technifermion F. Beingvector-like, the SU~Crespectsa global SU~so that,
when the technifermionscondenseand break chiral symmetry,thereremainsa
custodial weak isospin that ensuresthat p = 1 in the limit that hyperchargeand
extendedtechnicolor(ETC) interactionsare neglected.The ETC interactionsare
primarily responsiblefor weak isospin breaking,but their influence is greatestat
large scales,of order to the scale VETC at which this symmetry is broken. The
mannerby which the constraintson the deviationsof p from 1 are satisfied is an
extensionof the ideabehindwalking technicolor,viz, the weakscaleF~and,even
more so, Op are relatively insensitive to the high-momentumbehavior of the
fermion self-energies.In particular,so long asthe splittingbetweenmembersof an
SU~doublet is sufficiently smallin the infrared(by whichwe meanon theorderof
ATC and below), it can be relatively large at high momentawithout violating
phenomenologicalconstraints.The conditions by which differences among the
1F(P) induce non-zerovaluesof Op p — 1 has beenanalyzedtheoretically[23]
and numerically[91but, becausethis involvesnon-perturbativestrong-interaction
effects, it is admittedly difficult to make this quantitatively precise,as will be
discussedfurther in sect.4 below. However, it is importantto estimateOp, for it is
a constrainton newphysicssuch as we areconsidering.The currentexperimental
limits on Op areabout1% [20], but futuremeasurementspromiseto reducethis to
a few tenthsof a percent,on the orderof SM electroweakcorrectionsthemselves.

Now we must turn to the ETC interactionsbetweenthe ordinaryfermionsand
technifermionsthat induce the quark and lepton masses.Not having an under-
standingof their origin, we will be building up an effective field theory to the
extent possiblewithout specifying the precise nature of the ETC group and its
breaking.This inductive ratherthan deductiveapproachis warrantedby the lack
of evidenceas yet for technicolor generally,by our ignoranceof the breaking
patternof non-vector-liketheories,andmostof all by the manyfailed attemptsto
guessan ETC group with a plausiblesymmetrybreakingpatternthat is realistic.

An immediatequestionis whether the effective four-fermioninteractionsmust
be restricted,for example,whether theyare of the current—currenttype.Certainly
we mustexpectvectorbosonsto mediatesuch exchanges,but, eventhoughthere

are no fundamentalscalar fields anticipated in this scenario, there may be
pseudo-Goldstonebosons (PGB) or Higgs-like composite scalars arising from
condensatefluctuations.It hasbeensuggested[24] that a composite scalarbelow
METC is an inevitable concomitant of condensateenhancementby four-fermi
interactions,but whether it is narrow enough to be observableas a Higgs-like
bosonis anothermatter[25]. In any case,our model is like a standardmodel with
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four different Higgsdoublets(one eachfor N, E, U, and D.) Onecan show that
[9], if the four-fermion interactionsareof current—currenttype, thereis no mixing,

i.e. eachordinaryfermion getsmassfrom only onecondensate.Thus, the massof
the top quark would come only from the condensate(UU). Allowing scalar
exchangesaswell raisesthe possibility that (liD) also contributesto the top mass.
Onemight think this would lead to problemswith the naturalflavor-conservation
in neutralcurrents,becauseit has beensuggestedthat eachfermion of definite
chargeshouldget massfrom only one Higgs field [261.However, the phenomeno-
logical argumentthat led to this suggestionappliesonly for light Higgs, whereasin
this scenario,the Higgs is quite heavy,if it existsat all. So, althoughconvenientto
do so, we think it is unnecessaryto restrictthe form of the ETC interactionsto be

of current—currenttype.
In eq.(1.1),we indicatedthe generalrelationbetweenthefermion massandthe

condensate,but we did not define the condensateprecisely. The technifermion
condensateis commonlydefined[7] as

— MfF d4k ~F(’~)
(FF)M~C=NTCJ 1~TC 4 2 (2.1)

(2w) k2+.ZF(k2)

If .~(k)falls more slowly than k2 up to the ETC scale, as we are entertaining,
then the condensateis indeedquite sensitiveto the upperlimit. However, to the
extent that it begins to fall as k2 shortly beyondthis M~C,it is really rather
insensitiveto physics much beyondthis scale. For example, if the four-fermion
interaction is mediated by exchangeof a particle of mass ~ the natural
modificationof the precedingexpressionwould be

— 2 d4k 1
(FF)M~F.=(M~cC) NTCJ . (2.2)(2~r)4k2+ (M~c~)2~F(”~) + k2

Sincethereis no bare mass,.~(k)certainlyvanishesasymptotically,so this integral
converges.The effects of this sort of modification have been consideredby
Appelquistand Shapira[15]. To be more precisewould require actually knowing
the structureof the theory above M~C.The upshot is that the fermion mass
shouldnot be thought of as varying as(M~~Y2,since the self-energydoesnot
necessarilyfall as rapidly as k2, at leastnot until well aboveM~C. In fact, at
least up to the scaleM~C,we supposethat as a result of walking and strong
four-fermion interactions,the self-energy.~F(k2)falls very slowly [7] (roughly as
k~ with y < 1,) so that the condensateis a more-or-lesssensitivefunction of the
cutoff M~C.Immediately, many questionsarise: Which technifermion conden-
satescontributeto which fermion masses?What are the scalesM~Cassociated
with eachfermion? How doesexplicit breakingof weak-isospininfluenceobserv-
ables?
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In someways, thequantitymf looksverymuchlike a bare masson scaleM~cC,
but sincechiral symmetrybreakingdoesnot occur in the effective field theory at
that scale,in fact, thereis no bare mass.Anotherunintuitive featureis the nature
of decoupling in such a picture. On the one hand,it is natural to associatethe
fermion massmf with the scaleM~cC,but,on the otherhand,the chiral symmetry
breaking responsiblefor a non-zero ~F is due to technicolorinteractionsthat
becomestrongat a much lower scaleflTC• To resolvethis paradox,it is helpful to
observethat the momentumdependenceof ~F and the anomalousdimensionof
the operatorFF at the scaleMfEFTC canin principle be determinedfrom the physics
on that scale and higher, but the normalizationof ~F and the existenceof a
non-zero(FF )M~FTC is determinedby the technicolordynamicscharacteristicof the

lower scaleflTC

Although color must ultimately be included in the ETC group to allow for
quark—leptonunification [5], the scaleat which this occurscanbevery high. Since

the technicolorcoupling is walking or slowly running at first, at the ETC scale
responsiblefor the top mass, the StandardModel gaugeinteractions are not
unified in the ETC group, since their gaugecouplings are still too weak to be
included.Therefore,at this scale,the massiveETC vectorbosonswill be singlets
underSU~CD0 SU~o U~~. In that case,theexchangeof ETCvectorbosonscan
only connecttechnifermionsandordinaryfermionshavingidenticalSU~CD0 SU~
0 U1” quantumnumbers,so, for example,the t is connectedto the U but not to
the D. Actually, onecanalmostprovethis “no mixing” resultmoregenerally[9], as
follows: the current—currentinteractioncontributingto technifermioncondensates
andordinaryfermion massesis of the L~R’~variety,whereL~(R~)is a currentof
left-handed(right-handed)fermions. Since the right-handedfermions are SU~

singlets,then the ~ currentmustalso be an SU~singlet, so it cannotconnecta t
to a D. However,this argumentdoesnot prohibit a technileptoncondensatesuch
as (NN) from contributingto a quark mass,such as the t, so the assumptionthat
only a singlecondensatecontributesto a given fermion mass(calledmonophagy
[27]) is stronger than simply assuming current—current interactions. This
monophagicstructureis by no meansgenericto ETCmodels;theremaybe scalars,
such aspseudo-Goldstonebosons,that not only may connectquarksto technilep-
tons,but also may carrynon-trivial SU~CD0 SU~0 Ui” quantumnumbersso that
the <DD) condensatecould alsocontributeto the t mass.Althoughthe lore is that
such a situation is to be avoided, it is not so clear in the presentcontext. It has
been pointed out that the massesof pseudo-Goldstonebosonscan be lifted
considerablyin walking technicolormodels[7], andrelatively strong four-fermion
interactionsmay increasethem evenmore. We would expect the smallestPGB
mass to be in the hundredsof GeV, so it not obviously necessaryto require

* But thebreakingof the ETC groupcouldalsobreakanothersymmetrysuch asPati—Salam.
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monophagy~. For simplicity we shall assumemonophagyin our numericalwork,
but it may well be that this assumptionis both inessentialto our results and
unnecessaryin principle.

Up to what scalemust the ETC groupnot includecolor? Even thoughthe ETC
coupling aboveM~Cmay be running, as its variation is only logarithmic, it will

only be at much higherscalesthat it could becomeas small as the color coupling.
We shall assumethat this hypothesizedpattern of monophagic four-fermion
interactions persists at least up through the scale M~C responsiblefor the
strange-quarkmass.Then, at least in ladder approximation,there is no flavor
mixing in the technifermiongapequation,exceptasthe different flavors influence
the running of the technicolorgaugecoupling. Thus,the only nonzeroAfF in eq.
(1.1) are those associatedwith the technifermion flavor F having the same
SU~0 SU~0 U1” quantum numbersas f. In this approximation,all quarksof
charge + 2/3 (— 1/3) receive mass from the techni-U (techni-D) condensate.
Similarly, all leptonsof charge — 1 receive mass from the techni-E,while the
neutrinos, if their massesare non-zero,would havemassesproportional to the
techni-N.

This concludesour outline of the general scenariowithin which we seek a

phenomenologicallyacceptableeffectivetechnicolortheory. If M~Cis to havethe
significanceof a vectorbosonmass,then AfF is proportionalto gETc, the square

of an ETC gaugecoupling,times some numericalfactorsof order 1 representing
the coupling to the particularfermion f andtechnifermionF. In thefollowing, we
shall simply take AfFNTC/4ir2 to be 0(1), which may be a bit optimistic butwell
within the errors associatedwith other estimated quantities. Then the most
stringent lower limit on the techni-D condensate(DD >M~ is obtainedfrom the
lower limit on strangeness-changingneutralcurrentsand the strange-quarkmass.
From eq. (1.1), we have (DD>M& = mSLSD. Now the lower limit, discussed
previously, on VSD of about 200 TeV from K°—K°mixing togetherwith m~ 200
MeV implies (DD)M~JI,~.~ (2 TeV)3. Assuming this lower limit on the (liD)
condensateis realized,then to accountfor mh requiresthat VbD 40 TeV. The
observedvalueof B°—B°mixing suggeststhat VbD ~‘ 20 TeV, evenif the associated
mixing angle is as large as the Cabibbo angle. So mixing is consistentwith our
inferred lower limit of about40 TeV. The upperlimit on D°—D°mixing suggests
that ~ ~ 35 TeV, again assumingmixing on the order of the Cabibbo angle.

Togetherwith the observedvaluedof m~,this implies the lower limit (UU>M~UTC~

(1.2 TeV)3. If we assumethat m~is on the order of 100 GeV, then this loweron
(UU) suggeststhat v~-~on greaterthan about 4 TeV. It is difficult to be more
precise,but thesevariousconstraintswill be seento be satisfiedby the parameters

of our model.

* By way of contrast,this propertywas essentialto the approachin ref. [9].
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3. Structure of the ETC group

Given this generalscenarioand the precedingconstraints,we will now further
developour model for the heaviestquarksof all, the b andt, and showthat their
splitting canbe explainedin a phenomenologicallyacceptableway. What we need
to do is to developa schemefor estimatingthe differencesin self-energies.~ and
.~D associatedwith the techni-Uand techni-D, respectively,andcorrespondingly,
the differencesin the condensates(UU)M~U~and (DD)M~C.At the sametime, we
needto estimatehow large a contributionto the p-parameteris implied by these
differences.We also needto know the contributionsof thetop andbottomquarks
to the p-parameter,but as thesemassesare hard up to M~C and M~C,
respectively,the resultwill bevery nearlythe classicresult of the SM [28,291,and

we will not botheraboutthem further. To estimatehow the weak-isospinsplitting
affectsthe p-parameter,wewill studythe gapequationin ladderapproximationas
in previous work [8,9]. This is admittedly a crude estimate,but to do better
requiresa reliable methodof treatingthe strongly-interactingtechnicolorforces.

While we do not wish to specifypreciselywhat the ETC group is aboveM~C,
we cannotavoid discussingit altogetherif we wish to discussthe bottom-quark
massand the natureof the gap equationin the range M~C<p ~ Above
M~C,the top andtechni-Ufields becomeunited in an irreduciblerepresentation
of the effective ETCsymmetrygroup. For example,if theytransformedunderan
SU~,then theymight by unified in ETCtriplets,

U1 U1 D1

U2 U2 D2 . (3.1)

t L t R b L

Note that both the left- andright-handedU and t fields mustbe so unified, so that
onewill get four-fermioninteractionsof the form tRtLUI~URor, possibly,tRtLURUL,

giving rise to massterms for the top from the techni-U condensate.Inasmuchas
the left-handedparticles are membersof weak doublets, then the bL and DL
fields must be unified in precisely the samefashion as the ~L and U~.An obvious
way to havetheb quarkavoidgettinga massat this ETC scaleis to havethe hR be
a singletunderthe generatorsthat unify the t andU. For example,the ETCgroup
couldbe SU~0 SU~at this stage,where DR is a singletunderSU~’anda doublet
underSU~and hR a singletunderboth. This genericform GA 0 GB of the ETC
interactionsabove M~C is the one we shall adopt [30,311,but first we shall
consideranddismiss an alternativescheme.

A lessobvious possibility for preventingthe b from deriving a massfrom the
M~cscaleexploitsthe fact that the technicolorgroup might be real, such as the
SU~Cthat we havechosen~. The threemultiplets displayedin (3.1) transformas

* This mechanismwasillustrated for leptonsto avoid a neutrinomassby Sikivie et al. [32].
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triplets as before,but the hR is combinednot with the technidoubletDR but with
the conjugatedoubletDR in a 3* of SU~TC,

D2

(3.2)

b R

Since IJ~DRcondensesin an SU~Csinglet,it makesno contributionto the b mass.
Unfortunately, this mechanismensuresthat the b remains massless,that is,
embeddingthis SU~TCin a larger group will not allow the b to acquirea mass
throughfour-fermi interactionsof the form RLLR. This canbe seenfrom thefact
that, with this assignment,the b mass arisesfrom a symmetric product of RL

whereasthe condensateoccursonly in the anti-symmetricproduct LR. Therefore
they cannotbe combinedto form an SU~TCinvariant four-fermion interaction~.

Therefore, the only viable sort of model is the previous type in which the
effective ETC group above M~C is not simple but of the form GA 0 GB. In a
schemeof this kind, what sort of four-fermion interactionsare to be expected?
Becauset andU are unified to give the top mass term,we must expecttermsof
the form tLtRtRtL and TLURL

7UL, with coefficients proportional to (1/M~~)2
and, as we shall discussbelow, theseenter the gap equation for the techni-U
self-energyand top mass.Becauseleft-handedfields aredoublets,thereare also
ib~URLcDL but, becausewe assumethat the condensatespreservechargeconser-
vation, thesewill not contributeto the gapequation.

There will also be terms of the form 1Y~DRD~DLassociatedwith the scale
M~C. This can be seenquite generallyas follows: above the scaleMAC, to the
extent that GA 0 GB is a good symmetry,thereare no ETC interactionsbetween
DL and DR as thesefields to do not couple to a commongenerator.Below M~C
the remainingunbrokensymmetry is the vectorliketechnicolorinteraction,which
is a linear combinationof generatorsof GA and GB. The massivegaugebosons
must then alsobe linear combinationsof generatorsof thesetwo symmetries.This
suggeststhat thefour-fermion interactionamongtheD may benegative,reflecting
that it is the residuum of contributions that must cancelthe technicolorinterac-
tion. This would tend to depressratherthanenhancethe down condensate(DD>
and, if true, would make it hard to accountfor the strange-quarkmass.Since we
do not understandthe ETC dynamicsand theremay be severaldifferent effects
contributingto thesefour-fermioninteractions,we havepreferredto leavethe sign
andmagnitudeof the four-fermion interactionsas free parameters.

Presumably,then,thereis somehigherscaleM~?~responsiblefor the b quark
mass.What symmetrygroupemergesabovethat scale?Therewould appearto be

* The possibility exists of a massarising from higher-dimensionalinteractions,such as a six-fermion

operator,but this will not be pursuedhere.
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two possibilities: in the first, the two sets of generatorsof GA and GB may
intertwine, for example, the ETC group could be SU6. In this case,the b mass
arisessimply from the four-fermion operatorsanalogousto the t mass,but with
~ replaced by ~ Alternatively, the direct product structure might be
retained,for example,SU~0 SU~may become SU~’0 SU~.At first sight, it
would appearthat this would be incapableof generatinga b mass,becausethe
generatorsconnectingthe hR to DR commutewith thoseconnectingthe bL to the

DL. However, in such a scheme,the massivevector bosonscoming from the
breakingof eachSU3 can mix proportional to the scaleat which the symmetry
breaksdown to technicolor[30,31],but this dependson a betterunderstandingof
the origin of the ETC symmetry breakingscales.To describethe possibilities,this

hasbeenmodeledby Higgsfields. It maybe that thereareintermediatescales,and
the patternmight be more complicatedthanwe havedescribed,for example

SU~0 SU~-f-s SU~0 SU~±~ SU~0 SU~—--s SUrC.

However,becausetechnicolorwould switch off in the techni-Dgapequationat the
intermediatescale abovewhich SU~’0 SU~emerges,and it is the technidown
condensatethat mustbe enhancedto accountfor the strange-quarkmass,we will
simply assumethat the scalev1 is approximatelythe sameas

4. Quantitative estimatesusing the gapequation

We wish to quantify the precedingremarksto determinethe viability of this
scenario. Unfortunately, chiral symmetry breaking is a non-perturbativephe-
nomenonfor which thereis at presentno reliable calculationalscheme.A certain
amount of insight has beengainedfrom hadrondynamicsthat presumablyresult
from QCD. In order to quantify our conclusions,following closely earlier work

[8,9], we will develop a model for inferring the magnitudeof the technifermion
self-energyandcondensate.As previouslydiscussed,the quarkandlepton masses
are proportional to the technifermion condensates(eq. (1.1)) which, in turn, are
functionalsof the technifermionself-energy.What we shall do is to estimatehow
the technifermion self-energiesare determinedby the parametersof a particular
technicolorscenario(betafunction, four-fermion coupling, ETCmassscales,etc.)
Therefrom,we can estimatethe correspondingcondensateandtherebyinfer the
associatedquarkandlepton masses.While we would be the first to admit that, at
present,our approximationsare rather crude,we haveno otherchoice.Originally
[19], the condensatewasestimatedsimply by “scalingup” the quarkcondensatein
QCD. However,we wish to considermore generalgaugetheorieshaving different
dynamical properties than QCD, and simply “scaling up” will not accurately
describethis physics.
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= ________

C:)

______ = 0
Fig. 2. The Dyson—Schwingergap equation for the techni-up and the top quark. The techni-up
propagatoris representedby a doubleline; its selfenergyby a largecross.The top quark is represented
by a single line; its self energy,by a small cross.The technigluonis a wavy line; the ETC four-fermion

couplingrepresentedby a dot.

The methodwe shall useto calculatethe fermion self-energyis to find solutions

of the Dyson—Schwingergapequation[33,34] (fig. 2). This equationis a non-per-
turbative integral equationfor the fermion propagator.The exact equation re-
quires knowledge of the gauge-bosonpropagatorand gauge-boson— fermion
vertexto all ordersin the coupling constant,which in principle also dependon the

fermion self-energies.A commonapproximation[35] is to makea kind of “ladder”
approximation in which vertex corrections and vacuum polarization is approxi-
matedby replacing the gaugecoupling constantby the running coupling [361*

However, it is clearly inadequateto use a perturbative approximation in the
“infrared” regimewhere the technicolorcoupling becomeslarge.Wecannotallow
it to blow up as it would in perturbationtheory, so we arbitrarily cut off the
runningcoupling whenit is equalto threetimesa~,the minimumvaluethatwould
break chiral symmetry in the quenchedapproximation~. Finally, we perform
calculationsin Landaugaugeso that wave functionrenormalizationis absent.The
gapequationis solvednumericallyfor the fermion self-energyor, moreprecisely,it
is solved twice, once for the techni-U, and once for the techni-D ~. This is
necessaryin order to infer the effectsof weak-isospinbreakingon the condensate
andon the p-parameter.

The equationfor the self-energyof the techni-U is slightly more straightfor-

ward, so we will begin with a discussionof it. As previously mentioned,we are
consideringan 5U2 technicolorgaugeforce with ETC interactionsrepresentedby
four-fermioninteractions.Sincethe effectivefield theoryis only valid up to ~
we cut off virtual momentaat that scale. However, this should not effect our
solution,becausedetails of the high-energyregimecanbe adsorbedby changesin
the four-fermion coupling. Above this scale, the top quark will becomeunified

* For a discussionon the effectsof including higher-ordertermsin thekernel,see ref. [36].

Ournumericalwork showsthat oncethe coupling is biggerthanthecritical value, thesolutiondoes
not dependon wherewe truncateit.

~ Our analysisis similar to ref. [8].
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with the techni-U. One complication is that the top-quark massis not so much

smaller thanwe imagine the techni-U massto be. Therefore,we must allow the
top self-energyto feed backinto the techni-Uself-energy,leadingto the following
coupledset of gapequations,depictedin fig. 2:

— (M~dk2a(max(P~k
2)) k2

u(P)j
0 4a~ (max(p

2,k2)) k2+~(k)

tU2dk2 k2 .~ (k)
+A ( ETC _____ __________~ 4~2 MJ~Y~k2+~(k)

~u
2ak k

2 .~‘(k)
A (ETC t 41TtJ 4~2Mj~k2+.~(k)’

iU2dk2 k2 .~
1(k)

.~‘( ) A ( ETC ____ _________I P ttj 4~.2M1~Y~k
2+.Z~(k)

~~
2dk

2 k2 .~ (k)
+A N ( ETC 42tT TCJ 4~.2M~’?~k2+.I~~(k)

where A.~., ATI, AlT, and ~ are the various four-fermioncoupling strengths,and
NTC is the dimensionof the techni-U representationunder technicolor. In our
model, NTC= 2. The technicolor interaction strength is given by the running
coupling a(p), this will appearin combinationwith a~,so we define [8]

p2

a(p)~ a(p) = aA/ 1+ A ln ~— p>ATC (4.3)

a~ P~ATc,

wherea~is the critical coupling in the quenchedapproximation(a~= ‘ir/3C
2(R)),

and an = 3/4, correspondingto a =

3a~,the value at which we have assumed
the couplingstrengthsaturates.The parameterA is definedby A 1/baa, where
b is the coefficientof the a2 term in the betafunction. For an SUN gaugetheory
with flf Dirac fermions,

3(N2 — 1)
A= N(~N—~n

5)~ (4.4)
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We note that, in this local approximation,the top self-energy£~(p) actually has

no momentumdependenceandmay be called m~.This allows one to simplify the
coupledequationsandto bring them to the form

— (M~Edk2a(max(P~k
2)) k2

u(P) — 4a~ (max(p2,k2)) k2+~(k)

1U2 k2 ~ (k)
~ ~ 2 ______ U

~‘UJ ~ ~tU2 ~2~~’2
0 ETC

tU2 k2 ~ (k)
— _____ U

t tJ ~~tU2 ,2 c~2
0 ‘~‘ETC “

where

1 NTC AtT/4~2
—A~+ —AT (4.7)
4~.2 4~.2 1 —

and

NTCA~T 1
(4.8)4~.2 1 —

A valuefor A~may be estimatedby noting that (neglectingpossiblegroup-theory
factors) A.~./4ir2 (g2(M~~))/(4ir2) 0.7, and g2(M~~)falling as SU

2 with 8
flavors. Fromthis it is not unreasonableto assumethat both A~and A~areorder
1.

Before describingthe techni-D, we shall discusssome generalfeaturesof eq.
(4.5). There are two parametersthat we may adjustwhich qualitatively changethe
solution. Oneis the rateat which the technicolorcoupling runs, here the parame-
ter A. Theother is the strengthof the four-fermion interaction,heregiven by A~.
What we shall attemptto do by adjustingtheseparametersis to increasethe value
of the techniquarkcondensate(andhencethe quark and lepton masses),without
affectingthe value of F~7.. As we shall later show, F,,. is determinedlargely by the

infraredbehaviorof .~(p),whereasthe condensateis much more sensitiveto the
high-momentumbehavior.

At first we shall set A~= 0, andvaryA. In fig. 3 we graph .~(p)/F,,. for several

different values of A. With increasingA, we are exploring technicolor theories
with smallerandsmallerbetafunctions.Theseareknown as “walking” technicolor
models [9]. When A is large the self-energy.~(p)falls much more slowly with
momentum,and thereis enhancementof quarkandlepton massesover a similar
theorywith smallerA.
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We now set A = 2.25 (the value for an SU2 technicolorwith 8 Dirac fermions)
and vary A~. The results are shown in fig. 4. As in the previous case,we have
increasedthevalueof .~(p)at high momentumwithout significantlychangingit at
low momenta.

In the modelswe shall consider,we will chosea value for A, and obtain an
acceptablequark-massspectrumby adjustingthe four-fermion coupling strengths
and the ETC scaleat which the quarkscouple to the techniquarks.We will also

show that this is possiblewithout “fine-tuning” theseparameters,as previously
indicated.

The gapequationfor the techni-D is slightly morecomplicated.In analogyto
the earlier case,we integrateup to the ETC scaleof the bottom quark (M~~).
However, as hasbeenpreviously discussed,the technicolorinteractionno longer
affects the techni-D abovethe ETC scaleof the top quark(the color force does
though and, despiteits size, its effects are not entirely negligible). In order to
model this, we simply “turn off” the technicolorforce abovethis scale(seefig. 5).
We also need to include a four-fermion interactionat this scale. Hence, for the
techni-D we havean 5U2 technicolorthat runsup to a scaleM~Candthen shuts
off. We havetwo four-fermion terms,one at M~C, and one at M~?C.The gap
equationfor the techni-Dis (in final form)

1 / 2 ,2\\ i2
— fM~dk2a~,max~P__~

D P Jo
4a,. (max(p2,k2)) k2+~(k)

bD2 Z (k)
+A ( ETCdk2DJ M~k2+~(k)

J2 c

A OhMtU — ~ ~ _____ ~‘D 4 9+ Dt ~, ETC P)J M~k2+~(k)

andthe bottom massis

i2 v
mb—ilbJ UI~ A.rbD2 ,2 V2

0 1~’ETC ~

where ADI is the four-fermion interactionat the scaleof the top quark, and all
other four-fermion terms are defined in a mannersimilar to eq. (4.7). This is
identical to eq.(4.5) exceptthat the runningcoupling has no technicolorcontribu-
tion aboveM~C,andthereis an additional four-fermioninteractionbelow M~C.
(Note also that the techni-Uintegral is cut off at M~C.)

In modelsin which the ETC groupaboveM~C remainsof the product-group
type [30,31], suchas SU~0 SU~,therearesomeminor modifications to be made
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Fig. 3. £(p)/F,r for several different values of the slope parameter A, with no four-fermion
enhancement(A~= 0).
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Fig. 4. ~(p)/F, for severaldifferentvaluesof the parameterA~,with A = 2.25 (the valuefor an SU(2)
technicolorwith 8 Dirac fermions).
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Fig. 5. Therunningcoupling a(p)= a(p)/4a,.

in eqs.(4.9) and(4.10).The integral in eq.(4.10) andin the secondterm of eq.(4.9)
would then be cut off at M~C since, abovethat scale, the vectorboson mixing

responsiblefor the couplingbetweenDL and DR switchesoff. While qualitatively
very important, this would alterour quantitativeconclusionsonly slightly, leading
to a somewhatsmaller V~C scaleto accountfor mb and slightly differentvalues
for AD.

‘VV\Af?~,~yv\f\f~J\ \A/,Z°

(a)

W~.Z0,\AT\J\J1(~r\.A/VV\ W~.Z°

(b)
Fig. 6. (a)The Pagels—Stokarapproximationfor calculating F,.. Thedoublelines are technifermions,
and thecrossesaremass insertions.(b) “Direct” contributionsto 8p. The four-fermionoperatorsare

representedby a dot.
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Oncewe havecalculatedthe technifermionself-energieswe must usethem to
constructa physical quantityso that our dimensionfulunits will havemeaning.The
quantitywe shall consideris the technipiondecayconstantF,,. = 250 GeV. From
this we shall also obtain a set of limits on Op. In order to calculateF,,., we use a
slightly modified Pagels—Stokarapproximation[23], as shown in fig. 6(a)

F2 - N ~ k2{~(k2) +~(k2)} +~(k2)~(k2)± 1
6~r~J

F~= N f2 k
2~(k2) + ~~(k2) + k2~(k2) + ~(k2) (4.11)

16~.2 (k2+~(k2)}2 {k2+~(k2)}2

whereN is the numberof technifermiondoublets;in our model N = 4 X 2 = 8 ~.

The basicstructureof technicolortheoriesgives

M~,= M~=(g~+g
2

2)F~ (4.12)

and

~ F~

~ ~ ~ (4.13)

hence

F2-F2

F~° (4.14)

When ~U = ~D we haveF÷= F
0 andhence Op = 0. We call contributionsto Op

that results from ~ ~ ~ “indirect” contributions. Our numerical results will
focuson these,but we shall also discusscertain “direct” contributionsbelow.

F~and F0 set the scaleof the technifermionself-energies,from which we may
then calculatefermion massesand require agreementwith experiment.A set of
parametersthat lead to a phenomenologicallyacceptablespectrum of quark
massesare presentedin table 1. Thesecorrespondto a 200 MeV strange-quark
mass,a 5 GeV bottom-quarkmass,and a 100 GeV top-quarkmass.In addition,

our assumptionof strongETCinteractions,AT 1, implies g~Tc
2’lr/ ~ = 4.4

in the calculationof ~ There areseveralpointsworthy of note aboutthis data.
Considerthe first entry. It hasno four-fermionenhancement,but is the resultof a
“slowly running” technicolor (A = 2.25). While it does provide an appropriate
quark-massspectrum,it doesnot meet the strangeness-changingneutralcurrent

* Strictly speaking,we should sum over eachtechnifermion—fermionmultiplet, but in the approxima-

tion in which color andhyperchargeinteractionsare neglected,eachdoublet contributesequally.
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constraint that CSL)> 100—200 TeV. In subsequententries,we show that, with
substantialfour-fermion enhancement,this constraintcanbe satisfiedin a variety
of ways. The easiestmethod involves four-fermion couplingsat both the top and
bottom scalesin the techni-D sector(in addition to the top scalein the techni-U
sector).To illustrate the interplayof the four-fermion forces,the first few entries
of table1 indicatethatwithout enhancementat thetop scale,a largerfour-fermion
coupling at thebottomscalemaybe neededin the techni-D.However, if enhance-
ment occurs at both scales,the four-fermion couplingsneednot be as large. On

the otherhand,if ADt is negative,then it may be seenthat AD must bevery near
critical in order to providethe necessaryenhancementof (DD).

For sufficiently large values of the four-fermion couplings, .~(p)becomes
essentiallymomentumindependent,asin the original Nambu—Jona—Lasiniomodel
[37]. .E(0) METC. Previousauthors[8] havearrangedfor a largeenhancementby
adjustingtheir four-fermioncouplingsextremelycloseto this critical value. Typi-
cally, adjustmentsof 1 part in i0~wererequired.In additionto this “fine-tuning”,
these scenarioswould have an unacceptablylarge Op if the top—bottom mass

splitting resultedfrom different four-fermion couplingsonly. As table 1 demon-
strates,the presentmulti-scalescenarioavoidsthesedifficulties. In the first place,
our ETC scalesare low enough to give acceptablequark masses,and yet high
enoughto avoid giving observableflavor-changingneutralcurrenteffects. Secondly
sinceour masssplittings areprimarily the resultof different ETC scales,we have
much less problem keeping Op small. Viewing the last threecolumnsof table 1,
one seesthat Op * 0 is really a function of ~~(°) ‘~‘ ~D(0) In fact, by a judicious
choiceof four-fermion couplings, it is possibleto make Op arbitrarily small.

Wenote that anotherpossiblesourceof contributionsto Op is what we shall call

“direct” contributions[38], as shownin fig. 6(b). Thesecontributionsaregenerated
by four-fermion interactionsof the form ~ They exist inde-
pendentlyof whetheror not ~ = ~D as they resultfrom directisospinbreakingin
the ETC sector. In order to estimatethe size of thesecontributions,we assume

= ~D and ~(p) = ~~(0)~~(0)/p)2T,where y 0.5 for a “walking” theory. If our

momentumintegralsrun from .~(0)to M~C, we find from fig. 6(b)
2

~‘2/fi\ 1 2 V2ICi\ 2 sj2 V2(ll\

-~ ~ ~ 1 ~UPdirecl ~‘ 2 T~ p,,j’ tU 2 2 2 — MtU 2

‘,,. ~Y ETC (8~-) ETC

~ 2/~\ i~i2 2 2
~‘.U) doublet gETC

16F,~ ~,2 4~r~M~

- _____

—

4~.2vtU2

~ 1%. (4.15)
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For many of the parametersin the table, 0Pdjrect is on the order of a few tenthsof

one percent.While this is acceptable,it could be problematicif M~C were any
smaller.On the otherhand,since 0Pdirect is inverselyproportionalto (M~~)2,as
this scalebecomeslarger,this contributionto 0Pdirect rapidly becomesnegligible.
Thus, while we cannotbe very precise,we would not be at all surprisedif the next
generationof precisionmeasurementsdeterminethat Op doesnot agreewith the
predictionsbasedsolelyon SM physics.

An analysissimilar to the onewe haveperformedfor Op shouldbe donefor the
isospinsymmetricparameterS. A roughestimate[20,21]gives

S=2.1 +O.4(NTC—4)

for a model with 4 technidoublets.In our scenarioNTC= 2 andhenceS 1. This

value is within the currentexperimentallimits. We note that this estimatefor S is
basedupon the assumptionthat technicoloris simply “scaledup” QCD. We have
previously argued that in our scenariotechnicolor would have very different
propertiesthan QCD, and hencethis calculationmay be suspect.More work is
neededto find out how phenomenasuch as “walking” andfour-Fermi enhance-
ment will affect this parameter.

5. Conclusions

In this paper,we haveshown that, from a phenomenologicalpoint of view, a
technicolorscenariocan accommodatea massas large as a top quarkin the range
of 100—200GeV anda masssplitting as largeas m~— mb. The ingredientsinclude
persistenttechnicolorinteractions, slowly running if not walking, togetherwith
strong ETC forces in the form of four-fermion interactions.It is actually more
difficult to accountfor m’. than m~given that the scalevsD � 100 TeV. In fact, if
this scalewere an order of magnitudelarger, as is sometimesrequired,it would
require delicatefine-tuningof thefour-fermion interactionASD to be very nearits

critical value.
We haveshown that, with strong ETC interactions,one can accountfor the

strangeandtop quarkmasses.Unlike previoustreatments[9,39] it is not necessary
to fine-tune these interaction strengths.To this end, we will expandon the
meaningof fine-tuning andcompareit with the notion of naturalness.Naturalness
[40] is the ideathat a parametercanbe understoodto be naturallysmallif, whenit
is set zero,a highersymmetryemergesthat guaranteesit remainszero,evenafter
radiativecorrections.In this sense,bareparametersarenot adjustedto compen-
sateradiativecorrectionsto high precision,but this notion is in fact moregeneral
than naturalness.The conceptof “no fine-tuning” is that, to accountfor observa-
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tions, the tree-level lagrangianparameterson some scaleshould not haveto be
adjustedto an accuracygreaterthan the characteristicsizeof radiativecorrections
due to relevant,i.e. renormalizable,interactions.Thus, if to accountfor the top
mass,one must choosea four-fermi interactionto bewithin one-partin a million
of a certain critical value when the characteristicsize of radiativecorrectionsto
that parameterdueto other interactions,suchas color, are1%, thenwe would call
that fine-tuning. Looking back at our table,we seethat the allowed variation in
our four-fermion interactioncouplingsis much greaterthan the characteristicsize
of the radiative correctionsto that coupling that can be anticipateddue to the
technicolor,color, etc. In that sense,their valuesmay be fortuitous and it is a
challengeto explain their origin, but they cannotbe said to be finely-tuned.

In fact, the magnitudeof CP violation associatedwith the imaginarypart of the
kaonmassmatrix is sometimesusedto set a lower limit on the order of 1000 TeV
or more,at leastin modelsin which the imaginarypart is associatedwith a scalein
the samemannerwe haveassumedfor the realparts.This largescalewould seem
to be impossible for us to accommodatewithout the sort of fine-tuning of

four-fermion couplings that we are trying to avoid. So we must assumethat,
whateverthe eventualexplanationof CP violation, it will provide for a natural
suppressionof its strength.The only viable mechanismfor accountingfor CP
violation in technicolor modelsof electroweaksymmetry breaking seemsto be
spontaneousbreakdownof CP invariance[41], but thereare anumberof allowed
alternativesevenin thiscontext,andwe mustassumethatoneis chosenthat either
suppressesthe imaginarypart relative to the real part or simply suppressesthe
strengthof strangeness-changingneutral currentsaltogether.As discussedprevi-
ously, the limits on other flavor-changingneutralcurrentsprovide much weaker
constraintson the scaleof new physics.

We have not discussedthe spectrum and interactionsof pseudo-Goldstone
bosons.In scenarioswith walking technicoloror strong four-fermion interactions,
their massestypically lie in the hundredsof GeV, avoiding one of the primary
phenomenologicaldifficulties with older technicolor models. The masses of

pseudo-Goldstonebosonswill be further enhancedin the presentcontext.The
discussionof their propertiesis a subjectfor futurework, but it apparentlyhasthe
consequencethat monophagymay not be a necessaryrequirementto bring models
such as ours into conformity with the limits on flavor-changingneutralcurrents.

We have ignored any questionof anomaliesassociatedwith the ETC groups,
becausewe have not specified the mechanismresponsiblefor the various ETC
scales. In the spirit of these models, it is natural to assumethere are other
fermionsthat condenseas a result of other gaugeforces,andthat theseconden-
satesare responsiblefor the ETC scales.The representationcontent of these
additional fermionsmustsatisfy the anomalyconstraints.Simple examplesof such
modelscan be found in ref. [32]. It is challengeto constructsuch anomaly-free,
plausibleETC models.
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Finally, we reiteratea word of caution.All of our numericalresultsstemfrom
what areessentiallyuncontrolledapproximationsof non-perturbativephenomena.
While thereis some evidence(largely from QCD) that theseapproximationsare
qualitatively accuratewe have no quantitativehandle on the size of our errors.
Until suchtime as reliablenon-perturbativemethodsexist, we mustsimply express
the hopethatour resultsshouldat leastprovide order-of-magnitudeestimatesfor
thesephenomena.But this is all we want at this point — to decidewhetheror not
TC and ETC models for fermion masseshave a chanceof being viable. Our
conclusion is that, if TC interactions are persistent and ETC interactionsare
multi-scaleand strong,then it seemspossibleto accountfor the quarkandlepton
massspectrum.It seemsclear that, allowing for arbitraryscales,we could accom-
modatethreegenerationsandknown mixing angles.But, given that the spectrum
canbe so generated,the challengefor futurework is to find a realisticETC group
that can plausiblyaccountfor the variousscalesandcouplings.
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SantaBarbara.Wewould like to thank the Workshopcoordinators,especially,T.
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Departmentof Energyand by the National ScienceFoundation(Grant PHY89-
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